
Submission to the Secretary of State for Transport on HS2 Noise 

Secretary of State, 

Many people living within the vicinity of the proposed route for HS2 are concerned 
about the impacts that railway noise pollution may have on their quality of life. 

These concerns are made all the more by the absence of reliable quantitative 
information from HS2 Ltd. In December 2010, a previous Transport Secretary told the 
House of Commons that noise contour maps would be made available to inform the 
2011 public consultation. Two years later, almost to the day, we are still waiting for this 
vital information. 

We have been offered HS1 as a model that proves that we have little to fear. We do not 
find this comparison helpful. HS2 and HS1 are very different in terms of the expected 
noise impacts: 

 For much of its route HS1 employed locations that had existing high levels of noise 
pollution. In contrast HS2 will pollute many areas that are recognised as tranquil 
and where birdsong is often the loudest sound at present. 

 The planned frequency of services on HS2 is much higher than HS1. 

 Above all, the planned operating speed of HS2 exceeds the 300kph threshold, 
which many of the published authorities cite as the speed at which noise from 
aerodynamic effects around the nose and roof of the train starts to become 
dominant. It is widely recognised that these aerodynamic noise sources are much 
harder to mitigate against and that truly effective solutions have yet to be 
identified. 

We are also concerned that unlike some other countries with high-speed railways, such 
as Japan and France, there is no sign that the government in the United Kingdom is 
proposing to protect its citizens by introducing statutory limits for high-speed railway 
noise. Nor have we had any indication that HS2 Ltd will set self-imposed limits, following 
the example of the Evergreen 3 project for Chiltern Railways. 

Written submissions that identify a long list of issues with the way that HS2 Ltd is 
treating noise pollution have been submitted to the 2011 public consultation and the 
consultation on the EIA Scope and Methodology Report. These submissions included 
very detailed critiques from qualified acousticians. I have to say that the response of HS2 
Ltd to these submissions has been most unsatisfactory. Many issues have either been 
dealt with in a wholly perfunctory way or have been totally ignored. 

I have personally tried hard to get an engagement process going with HS2 Ltd: 

 I submitted a detail report on noise issues to HS2 Ltd in May this year1. To date I 
have received no response other than a promise to review it at some future date. 

 At the invitation of HS2 Ltd, at the end of September this year I submitted 
questions on a “non-technical” presentation on noise that I attended. Almost 
three months later, I am still awaiting the answers to these questions. 

 I have proposed that a route-wide group be set up to allow local community 
representatives with a particular interest in noise to discuss this topic with HS2 Ltd 
and advise the community forums. This request has been refused by HS2 Ltd; I 



have been told instead that HS2 Ltd will engage only with local environmental 
health practitioners in meetings to which I will have no direct access. 

We are told on the High Speed Rail website that “HS2 Ltd is committed to its legal duty 
in line with the government’s commitment to the Aarhus Convention that encourages 
greater participation of the public in governmental decision-making processes and to 
provide access to information”. I am afraid that I do not consider that I am receiving the 
benefit of this commitment regarding my wish to engage with HS2 Ltd on noise issues. 

Peter Delow, Chairman Cubbington Action Group against HS2 

17th December 2012 

Reference 

1 Assessing HS2 Noise Nuisance in Cubbington Parish at 
http://hs2andtheenvironment.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/occf-
004_submitted_version.pdf 
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